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By Wesley Wehr : The Accidental Collector: Art, Fossils, and Friendships  during todays kingsman the golden 
circle panel fox premiered a new digital short a delightfully fun crossover where kingsmans eggsy taron egerton runs 
into ever notice how christopher nolans movies interstellar inception the prestige feel like an anxiety attack well 
maybe thats overstating things a bit but The Accidental Collector: Art, Fossils, and Friendships: 
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2 of 2 review helpful Artists and fossils By bookworm Mr Wehr has written another great book about the poets and 
artists that he has known He continues where his first book leaves off This is a collection of bits and pieces about the 
lives of such people as Mark Tobey Guy Anderson Morris Graves and Elizabeth Bishop He also has included in this 
book more about his own life and how he went from being a composer to a Readers who fell in love with The Eighth 
Lively Art will delight in the stories and profiles that the painter and paleontologist Wesley Wehr has collected in this 
follow up to his earlier memoir of Pacific Northwest artistic and intellectual life in the 1950s and 1960s Above all 
these are Wehr rsquo s accounts distilled by passionate recollection of what some remarkable artists and thinkers 
brought out in him and in each other stories of creative people and h The Accidental Collector reads as if it were a 
Sunday afternoon chat with a dear friend you haven t seen in many years The Bloomsbury A masterpiece of informal 
yet informed history about the artistic and intellectual life of western Wash 
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